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Abstract
The purpose – We propose to capitalize on recent research on tourism marketing, destination
choice, but also and mainly on conceptual reflexions and research on emotional and symbolical
brand relationship . We try to understand how destinations could communicate, using destination
ambassadors; in order to better attract travellers.
Methodology – this is a theoretical article presenting key concepts and their relevance to tourism
marketing. We present the key concepts and analyse cases or real-life examples of destination
ambassadors uses, trying to show the relevance of the described concepts.
We use research key concepts and results in Affective marketing, Environmental psychology,
and Experiential marketing, exploring issues of persuasion by three persuasion routes through
which ambasadors can impact consumer choices.
Approach – This article is a case-based theoretical reflection, aimed at deepening our level of
understanding of how and why ambassadors could matter in tourism destination and branding in
general. We start with real-life examples, and show in several cases what does not work and
why, suggesting better professional practices based on theory.
Findings – We illustrate the concept of destination ambassadors with some real examples. We
show that the concept of brand ambassador and destination ambassador are often understood in a
very limited approach with confusion, and mot much effects because they only rely on “strike
power”, famousness. We propose improvements, suggesting three persuasion routes: cognitive,
affective and symbolical. We define “symbols” in branding.
We find out that Affective and Symbolical marketing research could dramatically improve our
understanding and good use of ambassadors in touristical destination and marketing in general.
We also propose three key definitions in tourism marketing.
We propose a reflection on how the Deep metaphors conceptualized by Zaltman, actually relate
to Experiential marketing and do make sens in destination branding; we show that ambassadors
could largely contribute to it, using such theoretical framework. In a last section, we take a
number of examples and formulate recommendations to practicioners, specific to different sorts
of destinations such as spas, ski resorts, hotels, etc. We also suggest to enlarge our vision of
“marketing” to creating value in a more sustainable, ecological manner. It encapsulates the idea
of creating value for all stakeholders, relying all the old concept of Service Profit Chain in
services marketing, and on recent research in Tourism marketing. We suggest to think the option
of co-branding for both destinations and ambassadors, especially via Online Social Media.
The originality of the research – It consists of two main points. First, although it seems
rules/breaking, we simply stick to the modern definition of marketing – marketing seen as a
relationship construction process – and to research contributions, in proposing to better
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understand how ambassadors could be better used for creating value for targeted consumers, in a
consistent manner with the destination positioning. We seem to be very provocative in
questioning the practices of practicioners using mainly celebrities; but we rather want to enhance
more profound practices and more efficiency in business. We also remind that Marketing is not
to be seen as a Communication or Manipulation process, but as a value delivery process, and
propose how ambassadors could contribute to it.
Second, we draw attention on some key concepts largely ignored in Experiential marketing, and
on the importance of more thought. The principle of parcimony also asks us to communicate in a
less superficial manner, and in a more efficient way. In the context of Ambassadors in tourism
destination, that means we might need to think and understand more, use less Celebrity effects,
and more, ambassadors consistent with brand emotional and symbolical positioning. Those can
be celebrities, or non famous humans, virtual agents, animals or other non human objects.
Keywords Experiential marketing, Destination, Ambassador, Affect, Symbol

THE KEY CONCEPTS OF OUR RESEARCH
This article consists of a conceptual improvement proposition in order to improve
tourism marketing efficiency. We therefore start clarifying some of the key concepts
we use here.
The concept of brand
The literature gives many definitions of a “brand” (see the seminal works by Aaker
1991, 1995, 2000). We could also refer to e.g. Kapferer (1992; 1999; 2001; 2004) and
Keller (1993; 1998; 2001; 2003). One example of definition that we keep here follows,
from Aaker (1991, 7): “a distinguishable name or symbol (such as logo, trademark or
package design) intended to identify the goods or services of either one seller or a
group of sellers, and to differentiate those goods or services from those competitors”.
The definition o the AMA insists on the multidimensionality and the non tangible
aspects of its components. We will find them extensively evoked in that paper, in the
affective and symbolical meaning of a brand.
Destination as a brand
A touristic destination proposes a bunch of products and services to be consumed or
experienced in a given set. A destination can be considered as extremely similar to a
brand and can be marketed as a brand per se: Kerr (2006, 277) proposes to define a
destination brand as follows: “[. . .] name, symbol, logo, word or other graphic that
both identifies and differentiates the destination; furthermore it conveys the promise of
a memorable travel experience that is uniquely associated with the destination; it also
serves to consolidate and reinforce the recollection of pleasurable memories of
destination experience.” Authors traditionally limit such definition to a place which
defines a given geographical area and is a city, region, country, such as St Tropez,
Paris, Mykonos, etc. We extend this definition to components of available services in
such place. We include in this concept of Destination brand, places of experience or
service delivery such as a hotel or a restaurant per se, a casino, and even a shopping
mall, when the nature and intensity of the delivered experience can become sufficiently
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memorable per se in order to be remembered (and positively commented in word of
mouth) as a consumption experience per se.
The interest of destination branding lies in communicating on the destination and its
consumption facets or components, differentiating itself from competing destination.
We can list 6 advantages of destination branding: helping reducing the choice, reducing
the uncertainty and other problematic impacts of intangibility, conveying consistence
across outlets and over time, reducing perceived risks in decision making, facilitating
segmentation, and motivating and communicating the place image also towards
stakeholders such as employees. As Moinat and Diesbach (2009) puts it: “The image of
a specific place represents the simplification of large amounts of information and
perceptions of that place. Place image is the process of taking a large quantity of data
about a city or country and turning it into a small set of ideas and beliefs”. In our
intent of understanding how the image of a pace is constructed, we study here the role
of a destination ambassador.
The concept of ambassador
In a classical approach and if we refer to several dictionaries, the concept of
ambassador comes mainly from the middle age. Ambassadors and spies are
intrinsically linked from the beginning of the history of diplomacy and in Europe. The
first who had regular ambassadors in all important European, oriental and sometimes
Asian courts, where the Venetians. We find since the Renaissance documents
mentioning the word “ambassade”, but not as a place where the ambassadors lives and
work but rather as a group of people, sent for a specific mission of negotiation of to
deliver a specific request. In all historical mentions an ambassador corresponds to the
modern meaning, that is a person who is here to represent, and defend, the interests of
a specific sovereign or state, in a different place or state. We believe that it quite well
corresponds to the meaning it takes in marketing, where the Brand ambassador
classically refers to a person who is included in prints, or in videos, and the presence of
whom is expected to support the promotion of a product-service-destination, etc. we
now analyse examples of destination ambassadors.

CONCEPT AND EXAMPLES, OF DESTINATION AMBASSADORS
Traditionally we associate the word “brand/destination ambassador” to a famous
person who, though her official function (a diplomat) or because she is paid for that,
promotes a brand. We all know George Clooney for NESPRESSO and Johnny Halliday
for OPTIC 2000. Follow some examples of destination ambassadors taken from the
professional literature.
A film called BORAT was broadcasted in Nov. 2006 in the USA an UK, about
Kazakhstan, and perceived as extremely insulting and humiliating by this state. In
reaction, Kazakh Pdt Nazarbayev turned out to act as a firm ambassador of business
investments and tourism to his country: his behavior and declarations during his
official trip to Washington which took place a few month later, was actually largely
impacted by his role as a destination ambassador (Wallis 2007).
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We observe all along the 19th century a remarkable boom in water therapy. Urquía
(1992), quoted in Lorrinaga (2005), explains this boom thanks to 3 main drivers:
- A breakthrough in chemical and medical investigation,
- The lack of effective curative practices for a number of chronic diseases,
- A fashion imposed by aristocracy.
We believe he forgets two main points: that such fashion is more and more imposed by
a growing non aristocratic, industrial elite (first) but effectively poorly represented in
Spain; and a growing interest for diseases which took more and more importance, due
to the Industrial revolution, in which important physical loads and threatening
atmospheric working or life conditions, made arthritis and respiratory system illness
become much more serious issues than ever. The author has personally been working
in the CHAINE THERMALE DU SOLEIL in France, and could know quite well the
surprising effects of medical spas on such illness. San Sebastian in Spain, Biarritz in
France, and Bath (even though it had been running spas for 2000 years) in the UK, then
became extremely praised medical and wellness spa destinations.
To come back to our topics, in such context there was no real “ambassador-related”
touristic promotion. Or rather, there were destination ambassadors - as seen below - but
they were not recruited by the spa operators, nor by the tourism offices which did not
exist at the time. Nevertheless, the places to which Imperatrice Victoria, Emperor
Napoleon III and his wife Countess of Montijo, the Duke of Angouleme, the Prince of
Savoy, would go to “prendre les bains”, became much praised destinations for the new
as well as for the old elites. Destination ambassadors therefore actually existed; but
they were not paid and would have then not needed being paid for that - their
descendants would certainly be most happy to play such role for money
nowadays…but they are not asked to do so nowadays!
Is it because they are not famous any more? We don’t believe this is the reason. We
rather think a reason why is because they do not serve as much as social models than
two centuries ago: their symbolic importance has declined and they are therefore not
often recruited as ambassadors.
In the example of the declarations and offers to become destination ambassadors for
Kashmir by minister Omar Abdullah (Tribune Business News 2009), we see there is a
very poor conception and understanding of a destination ambassador role and
persuasion modalities. He offers anyone to be ambassadors, people are offered to be so
openly, they are not instructed to say something in particular, in a particular way, are
not motivated or rewarded: it then might work, but by chance only.
In another press article (Marketing 2003) the author reminds us the poor forecasts for
Toronto touristical summer season that year of 2003. He analyzes the different
measures taken, and concludes recommending that all Torontonians should become
“brand ambassadors” for Toronto, inviting friends and relatives to visit the city this
Summer. We understand that this is, again, a limited view of the concept of a
“ambassador”: “please just talk around”.
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The state of Orissa in India seems to have some difficulty to find a touristical
destination “positioning”: their website mirrors this, with a homepage (http://orissatourism.com/) that looks like a messy catalog of too many things - at first sight at least.
They tried to use Nandit Das as a destination ambassador in 2005, an award-winning
Indian film actress and director, because she was a very famous actress in India. Here a
major issue is to be raised: she is, and was famous; but do the values she expresses as a
character, or the lifestyle and values she represents by the kind of films she played in,
match with some clear positioning statement for the state of Orissa? We surfed on
Orissa state and on Nandita Das’ websites. Nothing is very clear about either
“personnalities” (actress and destination) and we believe that this is an example of a
rather “poor” but common, approach of the concept of anbassador, that is: the
assumption that “famous” should = “success in affiliating people”. She is used in the
limited traditional manner: “being famous is enough”. We believe it does not work so
easily, and by the way, after 2005 we find no evidence at all about some continuation
in such collaboration.
The example depicted in the Article in the New Haven Business Times (2001) is much
more interesting. Senator of Connecticut Mrs Rowland, and her husband, Governor
Rowland, are depicted as the ambassadors of Connecticut as a touristic destination for
Newyorkers. Such campaign was launched in 2001 upon request of the Connecticut
Tourism Council and the Department of Economic & Community Development, Office
of Tourism. The ads consisted of radio commercials, 4 television spots, an extensive
prints and radio campaign. In their participation, the Rowland present and promote
various landscapes and activities that boomer couples and families can enjoy in
Connecticut. In such example, we believe the Brand ambassadors for Connecticut use
cognitive and affective routes mainly: the cognitive route because they actually are
from this state, they know it and can describe it detailfully, delivering data; the
affective route via two facets that we detail hereafter.
As to the cognitive persuasion route, the Rowland being important personnalities from
Connecticut, they are perceived as relevant speakers. They are also seen as expert as
they can desribe the destination, its facilities, benefits, etc. Perceived expertise and
relevance or congruence with the destination that they promote, are important
moderators of the credibility of the delivered message, as the facts and arguments
deployed will be perceived as more plausible. Of course a bias exists: they are also
perceived as biased speakers as they have an interest in convincing us. There will then
be a trade-off between how subjects believe the ambassadors are biased and how much
– if one believes in their ethics and honnesty - congruence and relevance will reinforce
their persuasion power.
As to the affective persuasion route, as Senator and Governor, they represent power
and authority. When I receive a recommandation from such destination ambassadors, if
such VIPs talk to me in an ad, it is likely that the importance of the speaker, gives to
me (the message receiver) a feeling of (self) importance, feeling like: “wow, the
ambassador i talking to me! I am a quite important guy too!”). That is, in a lenguage of
psychology, a feeling of dominance. According to findings in environmental
psychology – see hereafter, such feeling reinforces the credibility of the message.
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If, aditionally, the Rowland are either handsome, agreable, and/or have a convincing
body lenguage (in particular if they are good-looking and-or smile), another facet of
affective persuasión will be likely to operate and again reinforce the speakers’
credibility – this, whatever be the righteousness of what they say. Such affective cue
effects are well described in e.g. Burgoon (1978), Burgoon & al. (1990). Such
ambassadors are therefore relevant, for several important components of cognitive and
affective persuasion routes.
An article in the Tribune Business News (2008) comments the 40 years of 'Virginia is
for Lovers'. The State of Virginia seems to always have been a touristical desination
expressing authenticity, relationsghip to nature and to a down-on-earth way of life. A
slogan was launched in 1969, raising some eyebrows till a real, strong acceptability
showed-up. It was officially adopted and even broadcasted by the very Governor
Linwood Holton. It is being renewed and reexpressed and enriched. : "We are bringing
'Virginia is for Lovers' back to life," said Alisa Bailey, president of the Virginia
Tourism Corp. (…)"It's one of the most recognized tourism slogans in the world, or
slogans of any kind in the world, It's got enormous brand equity and marketing
power”. Is there behind this an axis for a positioning statement? We feel, with what
Kaine comments in the article that, beyond love of the beloved person, the positioning
is related to an expression of a quest for real and authentic experience and feelings:
towards a beloved person as well as towars family and nature. In other words, an
affective and symbolical positioning. Does this hold for a set of value that a “Brand”
car adopt? Certainly. Can that be expressed by an “ambassador”? Certainly yes: we
would well imagine potos of landscape scenaries, of family gatherings (just retake a
number of the potos used by RALPH LAUREN in their catalog for years: not the
fashion-like but the ones showing Americans in a cabane in the far west, around a
fireplace) etc. Beyond the fact such photos should be pretty, they would have to
precisely express the strength and authenticity of love of others and nature, and could
(without being a specific, famous, person such as looney or Tigerwoods) be a very
efficient ambassador for such touristic destination. Such ambassador would hold a
symbolic function – see further on in the article.
In their analysis of the most valued and accepted images of promotion of, and
expression of the value delivered by a sky resort, Frochot & Kreziak (2008) find out
interesting results via focus groups with real consumers.
The image of an old church in the mountain is the most preferred image. It probably is
an aesthetically and emotionally loaded image which may seduce for the beauty of it.
But the comments rather show that it is praised because it expresses authenticity, calm,
nature. That is, if such images of a church were used as a destination ambassador we
would clearly understand that it is not the fact the “ambassador” is famous (vs using
George Clooney for instance), nor the fact it is particularly pretty, that might matter. It
is rather the fact that such image indirectly expresses “something” that makes senses,
and creates value for consumers. We will see that this can be called a symbolical
communication. We will call that the symbolical communication dimension and we
believe that an ambassador should include that in how and what it communicates to an
audience. Hereafter follows, as another example, a photo of a enormous ad, taken in the
Fair of Nature, Hunting and Fishing, in Ciudad Real (figure 1).
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Figure 1: Hunting in Mexico, dead animals or “service” evidence, as ambassador,
Fair of Nature, Hunting and Fishing, Ciudad Real, Spain

Source: photo by the author, September 2009

It promotes hunting in Mexico! From a cognitive point if view it fairly describes the
expected “delivered value”, that is: a big hunting harvest, as is rarely imaginable
nowadays in Europe. From the affecive point of view, people like me will find it
disgusting and the effect will be a strong rejection, avoidance: I find the image
disgusting (emotional reaction). On another hand it expresses a way of life and a set of
values (non respect of animal life and especially species that become rarer and rarer) to
which a consumer like me does not adhere at all (symbolic communication). But for
people belonging to the target it generates excitement, a set of shared values and a will
to know moore and if possible, to come (cf interviews conducted in the fair). Those are
therefore good examples of both affective and symbolical ambassador-based
positioning statement. The next photo is taken in Geneva airport, where it is displayed
since 2009.
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Figure 2: The Spa by Valmont, service evidence and landscape as ambassadors,
Geneva airport, International transit area

Source: photo by the author, displayed since 2009 till 2011

From a cognitive point of view it says four things: hands (probably expert hands) will
take care of you, while you relax (photos 1 (left up) & 3 (left down)). We, and You,
will take care of you (photo 2 (right up)), and you will find, close to you, the pure
Swiss nature and mountains,
From an affective point of view, photos 1, 2, 3 are pretty: this aesthetic value creates a
contagion effect that will transfer from the beauty of the woman to the ad and the
destination, impacting beliefs about the destination. Photos 1 & 3 also express
relaxation, intimacy, which positively impact brand communication in e.g. cosmetics,
health care, etc. photo 2 expresses some eroticism – is this woman relaxing, or
caressing herself? A combination of relaxation and excitement tainted by eroticism
might be elicited here, and some focus groups should reveal if this holds true, AND if
this enhances persuasion or not – again it probably will depend of the targeted men and
women.
From a symbolical point of view, those ads depict silence, majesty, authenticity. We
don’t see here a provocative Russian millionaire on the most magnificent yacht: we see
intimacy, authenticity. For people adhering to this way of life and whose self-concept
corresponds to such values (Belk 1988, 1989; Belk & al. 1989), this will exert a
positive leverage effect in communication.
A last example is a photo taken at Charles de Gaulle airport-Exit after customs control,
Terminal 4, in Dec. 2006. It promotes Tourism to India as a part of a large international
campaign (Read here: “All Indians are not polite, caring and vegetarians”).
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Figure 3: Incredible India, an iconic animal as an ambassador,
CDG International airport

Source: photo by the author

About affective route: the landscape is dry, not particularly pretty, nothing aesthetically
special. The character is not a famous human such as Nicole Kidman or an Indian
minister. But is extremely consistent with the destination as tigers are still many in
India. It delivers information on what can be seen or found there (cognitive route of
persuasion). The animal may also express a sort of wilderness and sense of
primitiveness, and then authenticity: authenticity is actually a strong driver of tourism
towards the Far East (symbolical route). Wilderness may frighten some tourists; but it
can motivate and attract: we cannot understand certain sport activities such as climbing,
trekking, and leisure (watching action films and thrillers) without integrating that
negative emotions can also create value: consumers do not look only for pleasure; they
can sometimes look for pain, ugliness, danger and challenges. This can also create
arousal, pleasure and attract, retain and affiliate (Bitner 1992): negative emotions can
actually create approach behaviors and again, this will be the source of a refined
segmentation strategy for the brand manager. Finally, the tiger is here a relevant and
efficient cognitive and symbolical destination ambassador.

COMMUNICATION ISSUES: THE EFFECTS OF A BRAND AMBASSADOR
We have already touched in the given examples the fact that images and in particular
ambassadors, can communicate following different ways, called routes of persuasion.
We start now analysing how they effectively do communicate in a more theoretical and
conceptual way. This will allow us in the last part of the article to review the role of the
brand ambassador, applying it to the case of the destination ambassador.
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1. The cognitive route of persuasion
A first possibility can be using an ambassador, being a real character, perceived as
knowledgeable because she has an expertise, either as a “producer” or as a customer, in
the mentioned area of services. For instance, Dayanara Torres is used by Philippinian
authorities to promote medical tourism towards Philippines. She is not a doctor but was
a 1993 Miss Universe, a fabulous model, and has gone through different cosmetic
surgery operations: she is an expert “consumer” and reinforces a trust-based persuasion
route.
See:http://www.healism.com/blogs/the_stanley_rubenti_medical_tourism_blog/philippi
nes%E2%80%99_newest_medical_tourism_promoter:_dayanara_torres/).
Conversely the DEIRA clinic at Dubai uses a service “producer” as ambassador: her
role is to reassure the prospect via a feeling of more technical expertise. She is a
woman – complicity with female consumers, i.e. reassurance + demand from muslim
husbands or brothers than no man should medically attend their wife or sister - and her
Vitae is visible on the very homepage, just below a nice photo of a female patient being
reassured by a doctor (figure 4).
Figure 4: DEIRA Clinic, a service provider as ambassador

Source: http://www.pmcdubai.com/deira_gynecology_obstetrics. htm (June 28th, 2011)

On the other hand, ambassadors, apart from the delivered message per se, can exert a
leverage effect on what is said in the rest of the ad, commercial or website.
A first kind of leverage effect could be considered as rather cognitive in the sense that
an ambassador could reinforce the weight, the strength of the arguments used in the ad
or commercial. We call this first route a Cognitive persuasion route. We must point out
here that the definition of “cognitive” (vs affective) would deserve a whole PhD
dissertation per se, and cannot be summarized or justified in 5 lines. We will just stick
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here to the idea that this route is called cognitive because it is related to a rather
conscious process, where pure unconscious and emotional cues would not dominate,
and in which we rather focus on the cognitive part of the data processing (Ledoux &
Damasio 1997, Ledoux 1998; Bagozzi & al. 1994, 1998, 1999).
It is called “cognitive” in part because it is rather rational and conscious. We stick to
this simplistic definition and don’t enter into the enormous debate of What is Cognition
and about its primacy on Affect, as this could also deserve several research careers per
se (Zajonc 1978, 1986 Zajonc & Markus 1982, 1985; Tsal 1985).
Our experience of analysing a number of examples of brand and destination
ambassadors and interviews with professionals seem to show that the main effect
looked after when using an ambassador - and actually contracting them because they
often are real person - is related to the notoriety of the ambassador. The mere notoriety
is a crucial cue in term of (expected) persuasion power and the idea is that a famous
person endorsing a product-service-destination should reinforce the persuasiveness of
the ad. And if the person is perceived as congruent with the brand or destination, as an
expert producer or consumer, such effect is reinforced. It would be similar to the
mere/first exposure effect described by Zajonc, except that here the important point
would not be “being the first” but rather “being the most famous and congruent” with
the brand universe, here with the destination, universe.
Congrucency effect related to the ambassador-consumer similarity and complicity
Another congruency effect can be expected, not from the congruency of the
ambassador with the brand but rather from her congruency with the consumer, e.g. in
Kastenholz (2004). For instance, the presence of a man of my age and who seems to
have, or at least might have in my mind, the same health-related requirements (ease of
access for partly disabled people), the same health problems (at his age he could easily
suffer from arthrosis, like me), could create a sort of complicity because of the
perceived similarity between him and myself. This in turn could reinforce the
credibility of the message and the persuasion power of the whole commercial, even for
the elements of content which are not related to that ambassador-consumer similarity.
Memorization effects
Another “cognitive route” related effect is likely to occur via the memorization process.
This will hold in the case of both short term memory and long term memory.
For the case of short term memory, the first situation would be the one of the pure
impulsive purchase. For example we are walking in Dijon, coming back from a visit to
the cathedral and the treasures of the crypt, and we suddenly see a nice printed ad
promoting the famous Andouillette with gratin dauphinois, with a traditional mustard.
What a nice local specialty: I had rather thought of a bio salad with soya and spinach,
but this looks greater. And it is promoted by a Troisgros brother, one of the very
famous French food ambassadors. Shall I choose that for lunch?
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In case of a pure impulsive purchase the subject will be more prone to choose the
product-service for which an ambassador is endorsing it, because of the familiarity
effect related to the acquaintance with the ambassador. This could occur either because
she is famous (by a route of persuasion impacted by the mere exposure effect and the
familiarity effect: “I know this guy and he promotes such product-service, waow!”
(Zajonc & Markus ibid); or, because of the sort of warranty and reassurance effect
generated by the ambassador, if he is an expert, that is, if he is perceived as relevant,
consistent with the product-service category, regardless of how famous or liked he-she
is.
In the case of a reminded impulsive purchase (Fady & al. 2007), the process is
different: the ad or commercial presents an alternative (a touristic destination, a
museum visit, a nice meal, etc.). I had not thought for now about such alternative, but it
is not totally new to my mind: seeing the ad with tha ambassador making her
recommendation, just reminds me that I really wanted to buy that and had thought
about it several times before.
For instance I have been thinking of going to a spa for my back and knee-ache, and that
ad with this young tennis woman who followed a rehabilitation in Roscoff (Bretagne)
precisely reminds me about this partly forgotten option. The idea of the purchase was
lying, asleep, somewhere in my memory. The ad awakes my interest, but several
alternatives are possible. Obviously among all the possible alternatives (say, 200 spas
in Europe), subject will have to select 4-5 analyzable options. Among them, certainly
some, such as the one she just saw, and others presented in ads, will pop up more easily
– thos that are encapsulated in the Consideration set. The subject will retrieve more
easily the ones which are present in her memory with some reinforcement cues. Again,
destination ambassadors, either when those are extremely famous (and if possible,
liked), and-or when they are perceived as relevant-competent for the considered
product-service category, will be more likely to pop up and occupy a place, and
possibly more space than the others, in the consumer consideration set (Armstrong &
Kotler 2007; Desai & Hoyer 2000). Being located in the consideration set, thanks to the
reinforcement effect of the ambassador on memorization, they will then be more likely
to be selected as a possible option, for a purchase, that would be done with little
rational and analytical consideration. This holds true in particular for examples such as
Lastminute.com promotions, restaurant and hotels package offers, cruise and touristic
offers which would not be too highly priced, so that the impulsive part would still be
reasonably important in the purchase process.
We now come to another persuasion route, in which data processing occurs but is much
less conscious and of a very different nature.
2. The affective route of persuasion
We will consider the affective route as a route of persuasion in which unconscious, or
little conscious effects, dominate in the decision process, and in which the impacting
cues are rather related to Design or accompanying or environmental elements, rather
than to a rational evaluation of the “performance” of a product or service offer.
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The issue of the level of consumer consciousness is important but not decisive: when
seeing an ad for Roscoff spas, ornamented by a beautiful woman’s back, I am perfectly
conscious of the agreeableness of the woman and of the aesthetic, or maybe erotic,
nature of the stimuli. But I am probably not aware of the fact that such elicited
emotions will impact my decision process. OR, if I am aware about such effect, I am
probably not totally aware of how much it does matter, not aware at all of how it
“works” in the persuasion process. Last, I might deny the potential persuasion effect: if
I might confess such attractiveness of the woman’s back and body in the photo or
website it to myself, I will probably not confess it to my girlfriend! That means, the
affective route is considered as often unconscious, or at least is “less” conscious (or
less confessable), by nature.
It is important to remember that we separate both routes for pedagogical reason. They
of course will overlap in extremely complex, often unexplained, manner, in how
persuasion is exerted. Developments can be seen in, among many, Diesbach (2008),
Edell and Burke (1986, 1987), Bagozzi & al. (1999) or Otnes & Scott (1996) to quote
very few of the wide research on that issue.
Among the wide available research on the role of affect and its consequences in term of
behaviour or persuasion in marketing, we remind the seminal work of Mehrabian &
Russel (1974) in Environmental psychology. Without discussing the relevance of their
affective space measurement scale, often criticized, we believe that their
conceptualization of the Approach-Avoidance behaviours and their application are
seminal to marketing. They show that an affective stimulus could generate affective
reactions (called here Arousal, Pleasure and Dominance). Then, the stimuli would,
either directly, or through the mediation of such affective reactions, elicit approach
behaviors such as “Staying, Exploring, Coming back, Affiliating”.
Even though such approach is (with reason) criticized for being too black-box-like,
Donovan & Rossiter (1982) propose to apply such approach to marketing research. A
wide literature has proved such approach relevant since then: in consumer goods, in
luxury goods, banking, restauration, and in tourism and leisure (Dubé & Lebel 2001,
Dubé & al. 2003; Diesbach and Lebel 2010).
An improved version of such approach is proposed in consumer-in-store behaviour by
(Baker, Grewal & Parasuraman 1992). They propose to add, to the Ambient factors and
Design factors - which fundamentally corresponds to the Ambiance factors posited in
the Environmental approach by Mehrabian & Russel and then in marketinig by
Donovan & Rossiter - the role of the Social factors. That is, the fact that the presence,
appearance, behavior of service personnel or salesreps, might also contribute, jointly or
independently, to impact approach behaviors. This is interesting for us if service clerks
do effectively matter in the delivered value. Such is the case in tourism and destinationrelated service delivery: then the clerks could well play a role as destination
ambassadors in advertising.
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We propose that, in a similar manner, the inclusion of a human brand ambassador in an
ad or commercial, because it is associated to the promoted store, hotel, restaurant or
touristic destinations, could generate positive emotion which could in turn generate the
will to:
- Affiliate: the will to ask questions (by phone, online, in an agency) and learn more
about the destination,
- Come to the destination,
- Will to stay more,
- Will to return,
- Will to recommend.
What we are highlighting here sticks to an affective route, that is, a route of persuasion
in which the subject is not or is little aware of the effects of the added element of
design (the brand ambassador) in the ad, commercial or website.
A beautiful lady in an elegant destination magazine ad is a good example of such
ambassador with expected effects via an emotional route. A handsome, young, smiling
doctor too (see the ad commented before for the Dubai-based hospital). If the expertise
effect comes from the cognitive route, we highlight here another parallel effect via the
affective route.
Then, other ambassadors impact via an emotional route and in particular the route of
Dominance: if we use an expert of a character who looks like such expert, for instance
a man dressed with a white blouse, who looks like a doctor, explaining the benefits of a
spa on my arthrosis pains, two persuasion routes can operate.
His speech will touch me via a cognitive route as he will describe for me the attributes
of the air and water, and give the medical and comfort-related arguments in the print or
commercial. But he will also generate, by his mere presence as an expert, a feeling of
dominance, of a better control of the situation by myself. This will happen via an
(partly at least) unconscious route. The credibility of his argumentation might be
reinforced by such affective route. Because he speaks to me, whatever be the content of
his speech – that I most often do not understand – I will feel arousal, dominance, and
more self-confidence, and the choice will be facilitated (see e.g. Groeppel-Klein 1998).
In a same manner, the positive emotions generated by a beautiful surrounding, flowers,
decoration, and ambassadors such as by beautiful people (a star as well as service
personnel), in an ad for a FOUR SEASONS hotel and spa, will most probably reinforce
the persuasive power of the message delivered in the ad or commercial, if we follow
Edell and Burke (1986, 1987) and Bagozzi (1999), and in an online context, Diesbach
& Midgley (2007, 2008).
That is, an ambassador in a tourism marketing context is likely to impact persuasion
through an affective route, either via a perceived-expertise and consistency leverage
effect, as well as via a more aesthetic or eroticism-related effect. In all cases, such
effect would be mediated by affective reactions. We not only underline the mediating
role of Pleasure but also of Dominance.
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We now come to the last persuasion route, which touches both cognitive and affective
route but is different from them.
3. The symbolical route of persuasion. Concepts and conceptual definitions.
We now would like to comment a third possible route of persuasion, the symbolical
route. We first define the concept of “symbol”, and then comment such persuasion
route.
Symbols and symbolical consumption are most used but, in our opinion, with often a
lack of conceptual definition, in an emerging literature since the 1980’s. Originally, the
concept comes from the Greek words sumballon. The most detailed record comes from
the French Language Historical Dictionary (DHLF 1992): the original Greek verb
“sumbollon” means first “to through away, to join, to put in contact” and is then used
in “sumballein”, for an object cut-off into 2 pieces which served as an identification
sign when people joining them could then re-assemble the 2 pieces in one (Petit Robert
de la Langue Française). Both etymologies converge in that a symbol is always
something that projects us towards something that is absent. With the Renaissance,
Symbol means “a natural fact or an object which evokes, through its shape or its
nature, a conceptual association/relationship with something that is abstract or absent
(Rabelais 1552, in DHLF). There is therefore the idea of a metaphorical representation
of something that is said, but that is absent.
The Spanish Dictionary of the Royal Academy posits that a symbol is an: “image,
figure or devise by which a moral or intellectual concept is represented in an oral or
material manner, thanks to a similarity or correspondence that our understanding
perceives, between such concept and such image”.
In marketing we will follow Levy (1999a, 206) who posits that “in casual usage
symbol is a general term for all instances where (consumption) is mediated rather than
direct; where an object, action, word, picture, or complex behavior is understood to
mean not only itself but also some other idea or feelings”. That is, the symbol per se is
visible, and it reflects, expresses an invisible or absent, signified concept. The literature
on symbolism in anthropology or sociology as we can find it in works by Piaget,
Baudrillard, Lipovetsky, perfectly matches such definitions even though they rarely
refer to in-depth analysis of the origin of the concept.
The literature in marketing such as in Levy or Belk rich pieces of research, is perfectly
consistent with our approach. We nevertheless believe that they often do not “define”
symbolism and symbolic consumption, and sometimes holds that readers do understand
the exact meaning – which might sometimes be expecting too much from us.
We therefore propose to define, in a marketing context, « Symbol » as « something, an
object – i.e. a product, a service, an ambience cue, this object may also be a word in a
brand-slogan, a brand or destination logo, an element of design in an ad or
commercial or website or into an object of consumption.
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That “something” refers to, appeals to, a concept, a value, an event, a way of life or an
idea, that is “absent” and that is therefore indirectly expressed. This concept-valueevent-idea-way of life, etc., makes sense and is supposed to create some sort of value
for the subject (here, the consumer). The narure of its value deserves still lots of
conceptual research in experiential marketing.
This meaning, that is, the link between the evoking object and the evoked conceptvalue-event-idea-way of life, is understood thanks to a common cultural background
and to shared values with the message sender; second: it creates value for the
consumer (if she has been properly targeted of course) by the associations related to
such meaning;
This “meaning process” or evocation, this projection to some indirect, absent meaning
is the core of a value creation process for the consumer.
Such associations may be of a rather cognitive nature (e.g. a music evokes an event
because I learnt that at school); but in general, their value comes precisely from the
fact that there is an emotional attachment to what is evoked. This meaning can
generate some emotional reactions such as nostalgia, positive surprise, complicity,
sexual excitement, social pleasure, self confidence related to self-concept
reinforcement, etc. That is (and this is absolutely crucial in symbolic marketing), a
symbol conveys a meaning, talking about an “absent”, which is related to more or less
conscious, emotional reactions”.
It is the double dimension of a symbol, its cognitive and emotional content, which
makes it so delicate to use and understand.
That “absent”, the meaning, may be clearly understood by the message receiver only
thanks to a common cultural background and set of references. If there is no such
common background, the symbol is most likely to be non-understandable. That is, and
this is key: a symbolical communication differs in the extent to which it will be
understood to varying extents, with varying levels of depths by receivers, precisely
thanks to the depth of the common references and cultural backgrounds between the
sender and the receiver. This can be clearly seen in e.g. the analysis of the meaning of a
Medieval miniature, a Renaissance political or religious painting, the way the fascist
regimes were promoting “authentic destinations” in Italy, Germany or Austria (see
examples in Walton 2005), as well as in the way luxury hotels or modern carmakers
communicate in an experiential manner on their products or services in their ads or
commercials TV.
We now come to the last part of our article, proposing a definition of a Destination
ambassador that takes into account our descriiption of persuasion routes and our
definition of the symbolical communication, and will comment examples of
application.
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LEARNING POINTS FOR THE USE OF DESTINATION AMBASSADORS
BEYOND THE CELEBRITY EFFECT: DEFINITION AND MODELLING
We now propose recommandations for practicionners, based on the current analysis.
1. Modelling consumer choice behavior, implications for ambassadors
If consumers did follow a very and only rational approach they would certainly choose
their destination as depicted in traditional multi-attribute models and could be aware
and explain the Why of their choice. For instance, in a recent typology, inherited from
a rational approach but encompassing experiential cues, Pearce (2005) proposes 6 socalled Systems, which could actually be just called destination choice drivers, as
follows:
- Activities,
- Settings,
- Facilities,
- service,
- Hosts,
- management.
In such approaches, consumers are assumed to be mainly rational, perfectly informed
(on what they want and what is offered), not lazy, and with lots of time resources (for
information search).
Moinat & Diesbach (2009) show that such cognitive models actually explain too little
of the destination processes. Tourists and most consumers, do not proceed rationally in
many purchase processes. First, emotional and symbolical marketing literature shows
how much affect and symbolical cues impact in consumer choices. Second, lots of
choices are made using an unclear routine where cognition and affect unclearly overlap
and interact. We believe that tourists do have to, not analyse, but rather think of
globally, holistically, an important number of cues - rational and performance-related
elements, and other cues - when thinking of a potential destination. Last, services in
general and destinations in particular, encapsulate lots of uncertainty as is commented
hereafter.
A destination is a place of some products, but mainly, of many services, delivery. In
such context a wide conceptual and empirical literature on Services marketing apply,
and in particular the models developed by Bitner, Baker, Lovelock, Parasuraman, Wirtz
or Zeithaml in the 1990s. One single point we will keep from their seminal research is
the fact that a service is non storable, largely intangible and co-produced by the
consumer. This consumer can therefore sometimes very hardly form an idea of what
level of service and value she will receive. Uncertainty concerning what she will
receive is therefore a huge issue for her, as uncertainty creates anxiety and sometimes
fear (in tourism and even more in health-related destination choice). On the other hand,
uncertainty or misinterpretation (or a too propagandist or self-contented brand
communication, or even brand lies) may create expectations, that will become
problematic when she actually has received the very service in the service encounter
(Parasuraman & al. 1985; Berry & al. 1990).
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Consumers therefore use external cues in order to reduce such uncertainty. Anything
that communicates on the service delivery dimensions, and levels, may therefore be
used by consumers in that purpose. If a destination or brand ambassador communicates
on certain destination attributes (the dolphins or the rieff for Red-Sea-based diving,
used as ambassadors on MANTA DIVING TOURS touristic offers “tell” me I will see
dolphins there), or on certain destination thriug values, preoccupation, symbolic
properties (ex. I see the face of a famous altermondialist for a sustainable tourism
destination and this tells me “they think like me, that is OK”), it will then express or
confirm destination value promises, reduce uncertainty, and limit the risk of service
gaps afterwards. The ambassador will then be absolutely not useful in persuasion
because they are a “famous character”, but because they are meaningful (symbolic
route) in term of value delivery communication. They could also generate unconscious
positive emotions of course, for instance because of eroticism or pure aesthetic.
Their symbolical value – the fit with certain natures or facets of value delivery such as
authentic nature, ethnologic experience or casinos with beautiful girls and millionaire
around – plus the possible emotional power of such ambassadors, is in such case what
matters whether they are a plant, an animal a human or an object. We clearly see that
this goes far beyond the case of brand ambassadors being reduced to a famous singer,
model or politician.
After analysing those possible emotional and symbolical effects in persuasion, we must
then enlarge our conception of a brand or more specifically destination ambassador.
Normally we considered in most cases that a brand ambassador should be a real
character; but we now propose a richer and more accurate definition of a brand or
destination ambassador.
2. A new definition of the concept of brand and destination ambassador
We capitalize here on the literature and examples commented in the previous pages.
Retaking the etymological approach from the Dictionnaire historique de la langue
française, we find out that the concept of “ambassador” comes from the concept of
“Ambiance”, the origin of which is described hereafter.
Definition of a brand ambassador:
The word ambassador comes “From lat. "ambiens": gives ambiens, 1515, p.p. of
"ambire", "to go around" (gives in Fr.: "ambassade, ambages, ambition"); in Science,
17th & 18th c., "a liquid that circulates around" ; since end 19th c., "physical or moral
atmosphere" (DHLF 1992). The important radical concept here is “ambire”, to turn or
flow around. IF we take the etymology AND if we enlarge the concept of ambassador
in marketing integrating the affective and symbolical persuasion routes in
communication, we propose to define a new concept of brand ambassador as follows:
“a brand ambassador is a communication object which is not specifically the promoted
brand, destination, product or service, but which is used in a peripheral manner to
enrich and reinforce other elements of communication encapsulated in an ad,
commercial or website. That object “says” something, directly or symbolically, to a
targeted audience.
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It may be a famous character as most often used, or a non famous person which is
therefore used in general for two reasons related to her expertise.
When considering a non famous, real character as a possible ambassador, it may be
used for its congruency with the product-service-destination promoted, either because
she is seen as an expert producer (e.g. a diplomat, a tourism worker, a doctor), or an
expert stakeholder (e.g. a journalist specialized in the mentioned area), or an expert
consumer - or we can also consider a virtual agent who looks like an expert producer,
stakeholder or consumer.
If not an expert, it may be at least, a real person (or a virtual agent) who seems to know
a lot about the topic, the brand, the product-service category and who seem to have
exactly the same preoccupations as the targeted consumer (e.g. the senior consumers
promoting a cruise or funeral services or life insurance contracts, to other senior
consumers). Such human ambassadors generally communicate mainly through the
cognitive persuasion route, and to a lesser extent via affective and symbolical routes.
An ambassador can also be an animal, or even an element of design included in the ad
or commercial or website, e.g. a specific flower, monument, ambience music (in the
future, an odour online), the presence of which is partly due to either its affective
effects (creating positive emotional emotions): we call those Affective ambassadors.
Ambassadors can also have an impact in the persuasion process, due to the fact they are
deeply connected to symbolical meanings which are here to create, justify, reinforce or
make credible some axis of value creation for the targeted audience. For instance the
pretty female’s body in VALMONT SPA has an aethetic, affective effect, but it also
symbolically expresses those idea of relaxation and self-care; or imagine a destination
which wants to position itself on the idea of Nature and relaxation: they might use the
symbolical image of a budhhist monk practising meditation. To clarify the difference,
an ad using a beatiful woman practising mediattion would mix-up affective (via
eroticism and attracticeness) and symbolical (via the fact it expresses the idea of
meditatiing) persuasion routes whereas using only a budhhist monk, with no particular
aesthetic appeal, would only appeal to the symbolical route.
We call those last ones, the Symbolical ambassadors (even the non human cues)
because of their capacity to “signify and say something”, around what is said in a more
symbolical or cognitive manner in the rest of the ad, commercial, website. Finally a
Brand or Destination ambassadors can be a person, an animal, a virtual being or avatar,
and even a mere, representative object (e.g. a flower, a piece of food, a specific tree
such as the Banyan tree for BANYAN TREEE hotel chain, etc.)”
This definition applies to brand ambassadors in general and to destination ambassadors
in particular. We insist on the fact that such definition is seminal because it explains
why the spectra of the cocnept covered by a brand ambassador should go far beyond
the simplistic idea and use that we have when we see the immense majority of branding
practices using anbassadors in the real-world: practicioners all converge in using a
pretty or rich and famous star, and this is all. This is actually often a primitive
conception and we often seeno emotion, no symbolical meaning, just a tendency to
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copy what competitors do, with little imagination. We now come to the implications for
the use of destination ambassadors.
3. Implications of our analysis and conceptual definition, for the use of
destination ambassadors
“Illuminating the (consumer’s) mind” is the big challenge on which Gerald Zaltman
has been working for years at Harvard Business School, and in his advertising and
communication company, OLSON & ZALTMAN. His main working tool is the
“collage”, a qualitative tool in which consumers search for, and then express, rather
indirectly reveal, the in-depth emotions, fears, needs, which in turn are analysed as the
main purchase or consumption drivers which rarely correspond to what could be
gathered via questionnaires (Zaltman 2003). Of course if focuses on emotions and
symbols.
After 20 years of consulting they have found out a list of around 20 “deep metaphors”,
often unconscious, that are most commonly found to be the real main consumption
drivers (Zaltman 2008), for instance the search for a protective, reassuring, “container”;
or the fact that “life is a journey” with challenges, threats, good and bad surprises.
Some metaphors may stick to one of the generic scales of e.g. the Maslow pyramid: for
example the concept of “search for a container” partly mirrors in many cases, the need
for basic, physical protection. Others may well correspond to drivers as elicited in
research articles working on the symbolic, self-concept-related, social-value creation
oriented, particularly related to the self expression and construction for example (Belk
1988; 1989) or symbolic in nature (Belk & al. 1989).
In such perspective, a brand ambassador in general, and in the case of destination
marketing a destination ambassador in particular, has an important role in embodying
the strong values and-or emotional cues, that incarnate such symbolic axis of value
creation. We then see that such extended role of a brand ambassador is deeply related
to recent – and complex – research in consumer psychology.
Coming to the experiential marketing literature
Following the experiential paradigm as put by Schmitt & Simonson (1997), the focus
on value creation through Customer experience has been evoluating from the focus on
the attributes & benefits phases, to the branding names and associations phases, to endup in the sensory experiences phases, that they fundamentally relate to the Aesthetic
value creation.
Beyond the word “aesthetic” which could stick too much to an emotional facet if
misunderstood, we also recommend to the marketers to Focus on the symbolismrelated issues. We believe that some images are to be seen from a larger point of view
that goes beyond aesthetics. They can represent icons or prototypes, that is, extremely
powerful, generally well decrypted (inside a specific community which could then
become, for that ability to decrypt, a market segment), conveying a powerful emotional
and symbolical content.
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According to Schmitt & Simonson (1997) a prototype is defined as an “hypothetical,
most typical instance of a category” (ibid, 124). It may be a non-real character, created
from collages of real traits: Betty Crooker, used for decades by GENERAL MILLS on
food packaging to evoke a caring, friendly, mother-like, and highly professional, cook,
is one good example. We don’t understand the success of Betty Crooker as a brand
ambassador if we only believe in a famous or handsome ambassador design: she is not
famous (she did not exist, she is not a real person) and she is just “reasonably”
attractive. She nevertheless has been a fantastic brand ambassador for decades. Her
success comes probably from aesthetics for a little part, and from its symbolical
meaning. She has neverthelless embodied care, love, technical skills, a strong mother
personnality, for millions of kids and mothers. The objective of incarnation of such
character was the driver followed by the designers in their brand ambassador design.
The example of the comprehensive identity management of ANN TAYLOR is another
good example (Schmitt & Simonson 1997, 293). During years the real used “icon” was
a woman: beautiful, elegant, and of course – as for so many cosmetics or apparel
brands, changing over time. We now interestingly find that their ambassador is…a
bunch of flowers (figure 5).
Figure 5: Ann Taylor, Evolution of a concept of ambassador: from an elegant
woman, to a bunch of flowers

Source: http://www.anntaylor.com/ann/home/index.jsp?cid=m_ps_brd (June 28th, 2011)

This fashion shop has become a destination per se, expressing freshness, youth,
rejuvenation. And every page of the website tries to express such emotions or values
with flowers: flowers have become a quasi band ambassador, of this brand who has
become a strongly experiential brand.
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Branding with ambassadors
Sometimes, scholars has touched our new conceptualization of the destination
ambassador, without naming it. For instance the first most preferred image of the ski
resorts as analysed by Frochot & Kreziak (2008) was a small church in the mountain,
among a collection of photos showed to the tested subjects in focus groups. It was
neither particularly beautiful, nor rich or impressive. It rather expressed a strong value:
authenticity and probably, harmony with nature. This image would then work, in our
opinion, as a perfect ambassador for the appropriate targets valuing parcimony,
authenticity, and no show-off places. Of couse this persuasion route is totally
symbolical.
The second most preferred image of the ski resorts, especially in small and middlesized resorts, is the one of a ski monitor. Why? Because in those resorts the possibility
of taking care of kids is one of the most valuable service characteristics. An excellent
destination ambassador would then be a smiling (young or old? Male or female? we
don’t know yet), caring, reassuring face of a ski monitor. And again, such face does not
need be famous at all. To be “efficient”, it rather needs to express the actually expected
service (caring for and teaching to kids) which can be expressed with professional signs
or attributes and labels (official diplomas, quality certifications etc.). Such message of
qn attribute or performance-related, cognitive, communication; would reassure fathers
and mothers qnd this is zhqt qn q,bqssqdor should express symbolically.
If the face is handsome (either a young or old face, both may work) it can of course
also impact via an emotional route by emotional contagion, and positively moderate the
ad evaluations. But the essentilo role of such ambassador would be symbolical.
In such ad, some other cues which would be the topic of other developments could be
thought of. They should generate trust and express professionalism, and would be
included in order to reinforce the communication of the destination by a symbolical
route. Here, non-verbal language communication (research by Ekmann, Burgoon,
Babin, Sujan & Bettman) should have to be carefully studied and the destination
ambassador, could then exert persuasion through a cognitive, affective and symbolical
route.
Another interesting paper by Frochot & al. (2009) analyses the reasons for not visiting
a touristic destination. It is a valuable and rare approach because they study the
reluctants, not the “good students” but the laggards. They find out that Auvergne has
been contaminated by decades of previous print, radio, TV and now online
communications by mineral water brands, targeting rather non dynamic or fashionable
market segments sometimes, capitalizing on the natural environment and the
volcanoes.
Now, continuing their reflexion, if the destination image is quite old-fashioned in the
eyes of non-comers, our interviews or actual visitors to Auvergne and our own
experience nevertheless show that the volcanoes, per se, because of their beauty,
uniqueness and majesty, could very well be used as a destination ambassador, at least
for tourists looking for outdoor sports and activities (parapente, climbing, delta wings,
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rafting, trekking, etc.). We could consider volcanoes as a valuable destination
ambassador for Auvergne (even though it should and will be tested with consumers)
because they seem to give a quite clear message in term of attributes on which
activities can be found in this area of France (the cognitive persuasion) and to
symbolically evoke tradition and authenticity.
Another example of (non human) destination ambassador we find worth quoting, is
proposed by Peniston-Bird (2005). Her historical analysis states that Austria suffered of
a strong absence of commitment and expression tools of their national identity in the
inter-world-war period, after the dissolution of the Austrian Empire. What is extremely
interesting from a historical and symbolical point of view, is that this is when a sort of
myth was created. For revolutionaries, Klimt and the representants of the Art Nouveau
were the icon of the new emerging world, in rebellion against the old elite, regime and
paradigms, which made possible the disastrous WWI. It also became an icon for artistic
and intellectual tourism. The other icons of tourism were created during that period:
Coffee and Climbing (Peniston-Bird 2005). The role of coffee as a sign of art-de-vivre
comes back to the time of the Habsbourg empire in the 16th-17th century, while
climbing is a sane leisure which arose in c. 19. Both became noticeable destination
icons that we qualify of destination ambassadors too, in the interwar period just when
Austria went through an identity crisis.
Those are interesting examples of ambassadors who do not correspond to a person at
all. We now come to other recommendations concerning the use of destination
ambassadors. If an ambassador can have a symbolical meaning and @say@ something,
it can contradict, or reinforce, an existing commonly shared vision of the world, or
paradigm.
Ambassadors and dominant paradigms
In some cases a “book”, a touristic guide, becomes a destination ambassador because it
spreads around a specific paradigm and the destination is a pretext to it. Of course we
can understand such “ambassador” role in a first basic meaning: the guide is an
ambassador of one bunch of destination because it recommends, promote them, just as
an ambassadors defends the interest of a given community as a diplomat. But we go
further. According to Mackenzie (2005) travellers’ handbooks and touristic guides in
the 19th century are the mirror of an imperial taxonomy and vision of the world, in an
era when England promotes civilization, charting of progress, imperial modernization.
In his analysis, the Orient Guide is not only a guide promoting Australia as a
destination: it is promoting a “new (vision of) England”, a new type of modern,
superior, English man, who will bring civilization ) to an “empty”, seen-as-new
country. The European one is seen as superior; and among Europe what they see as the
epitome are the British civilization and way of life. That is, going on holidays for
exploration as well as for settling to Australia, is not related to exotism or getting more
sun and mew lands only; it is a heavily symbolic act related to self construction and
social construction (Belk 1988, 1989), embedded in a vision of the world. This touristic
guide is in a way an ambassador of…the British order of the world!
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If a marketer nowadays would like to promote such destination, he could certainly
think of using as ambassador, images, icons, humans, that symbolically incarnate that
vision of a renewed man bringing civilization. Of course the only difference is that we
probably are nowadays much more doubtful about the veracity of the underlying
paradigm that made such eurocentric vision possible two centuries ago – the
assumptions that those lands were empty; and that our civilization is-was so “superior”.
An interesting question for academics and professionals in tourism would be deepening
on what is the state of the man/nature relationship and which ambassador could
incarnate such vision, according to the nature or destination to promote. This can apply
to coral reefs diving areas, to high mountain summits, to rain/forestc, to deserts, to
natural environments particularly impacted, cared and loved by a given civilization in
the past, etc. for each we could investigate how to incarnate the desired positioning via
a destination ambassador.
Tourism and volunteering
An interesting study was conducted at Cornell on volunteer activities and tourism
(Mellor & al. 2008).The data analysis seems to show that perceived control and
optimism mediated the effect of the activity of volunteering on personal well-being. Of
course if we want to promote a specific destination proposing volunteering activities,
an ideal ambassador, being an object, animal, or human, should certainly match those
emotions of optimism and control – control of one’s own life and of the environment or
context in which one lives. Last, volunteers consistently report higher well-being than
nonvolunteers as an extensive literature on the topic can be found on the topic – which
goes beyond the scope of our article. We would then test which face, which virtual
agent design and body lenguage (Diesbach & Midgley 2008), better expresses such
self-confidence and-or optimism.
The ambassador should also be a support that would express certain human values such
as solidarity, interest towards others – humans, communities, animals and nature for
instance. As a conclusion, it would probably be more useful not to use an ambassador
making reproaches against for instance, the fact that we ignore so much misery around
us or against rich people materialism and selfishness. We’d rather use one expressing
with words or symbolically, the emotions commented here above, in which volunteers
do recognize themselves through their volunteering experience (Moinat & Diesbach
2009).
Those should be important recommendation to follow in the design or choice of the
ambassador, for the emotional route and the symbolical route.
Issue of segmentation in an experiential approach of the role of the ambassador
If we do not simply stick the role of a brand (in general) and a destination (in
particular) ambassador merely via the leverage effect of how much she is famous, and
if we include emotions and symbolical meaning among its expected effects, then of
course we have to integrate the fact that different groups of consumers will react in
different ways to used images.
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For instance OLSON & ZALTMAN served as consultants for an important Chinese
American restaurant. The collage they realized revealed different important
consumption drivers for current consumers. I analysed it and commented it to my
students in class: some of them, and myself, did not like at all some parts of the images
expressing certain kinds of created values. Prebensen (2007) also highlights such
divergences in the perception of the destinations benefits, what those represent and how
they create values for different consumers and stakeholders. This is actually no major
issue: it just shows that as soon we enter in the emotional and symbolical
communication, and the use of ambassadors, we have to better choose how we “talk”.
This is because to whom we talk impacts how the evoked emotions or symbols will be
valued or conversely, rejected. How much they will actually create value, or not. That
means, an improved refinement in the segmentation is more necessary in such affective
and symbolical, that is, experiential, approach.
We also suggest to use recent research in consumer behavior to better conduct market
segementation. For instance interesting experience and pleasure typologies are
presented but and rarely or never tested by academics nor used by practicioners. We
can mention the already mentionned 3 Fs of Holbrook and the 5 SEMS of Schmitt.
Diesbach & Lebel (2010) also propose a useful contribution with their proposition and
test of a 5-types categorization of Pleasures: incarnating properly those different types
of pleasure via the website design and content, the virtual agent design and body
lenguage, and the contributions on social media, opens rich perspective for properly
targetted positioning statements.
Co-branding: using destination ambassadors for cobranding, and to promote inside
stakeholders
When different products or brand, even if they have a priori nothing to see with each
other in term of product category, connect the consumer to a given universe of values
and emotions – precisely via a symbolical route – they may share enough in common in
order to be co-branded and promoted, either with the same symbolical images or by
mutually promoting each other each one in its own corner, boutique or magazines.
HARLEY DAVIDSON & HARLEY DAVIDSON CAFES are one good example of
such experiential overlap which allows co-branding with the same icons, o
ambassadors (Schmitt & Simonson, 1997). For both brand universes, for instance Elvis
Presley could be a good brand ambassador; Johnny Halliday could be one for the
European market, too. We conclude now with the case of co-branding between the
brand and the ambassador itself. The Service Profit Chain model presented in the
1990s by Heskett & al. (1994) insists on the need to properly train, inform, remunerate
and motivate the personnel, in order to deliver more value in services in general, and
we posit, in touristic destinations in particular. On this topic, if we extend the SPC
approach not only to the employees but to other stakeholders such as, e.g., the (real)
human ambassadors, we find the concepts and findings proposed by Anderson &
Ekman quite interesting and in particular the concept of network use. To synthetize,
they criticize the fact that most (all) places-regions-areas using brand ambassadors
(human, real ones) actually stick to using them for the leverage effect on the strike
power: for how famous they are only. As we said it is a very primitive vision of the
destination ambassador...
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They believe that the ambassadors should be used also for their network and that such
use could be endeavoured because there could create some mutual benefits: “we have
also observed that there can a kind of symbiotic co-branding situation between the
network and its members”. Applying that analysis to our broad acceptation of the
concept of brand ambassador to a destination, we believe that, if we use an emotional
and symbolical cue as a place ambassador, similarly, members of the network sensitive
to the values expressed by such ambassador could, the same way, contribute to promote
the place. If we additionally apply this to internet and social media marketing (Balagué
& Fayon 2010), we could well imagine Tourism office employees, or external experts
hired by the Tour Operator, working on Facebook, Twitter and other social media and
blogs, interacting with opinion leaders among the consumer community(ies) and
nurturing the debate by providing documentation, documentaries, narrations, regular
interactions, in order to:
- Promote the destination,
- And to a certain extent promote the opinion leaders, the important actors of the
network acting as ambassadors.
A sort of co-branding would take place, non problematic because as far as opinion
leaders and promoted destination belong to the same vein, share the same values and
networks. It is at least food for though for research and for practicionners.

CONCLUSION
We have first illustrated the concept of destination ambassadors with some real
examples taken from articles and photos from the real life. It appears that the concept
of brand ambassador and destination ambassador in particular, is often not well
understood or understood in a very limited approach. This brought us to propose an
analysis of how different types of destination ambassadors do actually impact our
perception of a destination, and to propose some concepts and elements of
modelization of the persuasion effects of ambassadors. We have then proposed a larger
definition of the concept of ambassador, and suggested three routes of persuasion:
cognitive, affective and symbolical, the latter encapsulating elements of the two
previous ones (without being reduced to those). We have then concluded with some
practical examples or suggestions of research avenues for the sue of brand ambassadors
in destination marketing.
In our suggestions to practicionners we have detailled examples and concepts drawn
from the experiential marketing literatture, as this is key to understand this new vision
of the destination ambassador. We elaborate on that aspect.
A rich, conceptual article by Alistair (206) is too be highlighted, as we do not see so
often in-depth immersion into the emotional, experiential, and postmodern marketing
literature - those are not synonymous; but their areas and concepts do meet or
sometimes overlap. We quite share the view of Alistair: destination marketing does not
only deal with pure “touristic” cities, islands, resorts etc. of course Bars, Restaurants,
Hotels, enter into its research field. They may become destination per se –for instance
one of the author’s student reported in a memoire that the CEO of the Hotel
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PRESIDENT WILSON in Geneva gave a conference to all his staff in Nov. 2009. He
was explaining that his objective was making PW hotel become a destination per se.
Then of course we don’t discuss here whether they have the vision clarity and means to
do so. But there lies an interesting avenue for future new destination marketing
approach. Some managers already do so for Casinos, or for important malls, in Dubai,
Alberta, Las Vegas or Orlando for instance (Badot & al. 2006). Hubs, luxury wellness
clinics, could become examples of other destinations per se in the future, that could
start working seriously in consumer psychology, understanding that marketing is not
only spending money in communication but “creating a strong, durable relationship
with customers and stakeholders (Armstrong & Kotler 2007; definition of marketing by
the AMA).
In such apprroach, experiential marketing still has a lot to bring to illuminate
consumers behaviour in term of destination choice, purchase, re-purchase and
recommendation (Bigné & al. 2001; Bigné & Andreu 2008; Moinat & Diesbach 2009).
We can try to modelize the nature of the created value based on the typology by the
founding father of experiential marketing, with the triptych of Feelings, Fun and
Fantasy (Holbrook & Hirschman 1982; Holbrook 1986). They can sometimes be
obvious and sometimes paradoxical – when pain mixes-up with pleasure and still,
creates value such as in nostalgia (Holbrook 1993; Savery 2008). The other important
typology of experiential value in the literature is the SEM (Schmitt 1999), improved ad
partly validated (Zarantello & Schmitt 2010). The five axis of value creation for
Schmitt are Act, Feel, Sense, Think, Relate; even though this typology still needs
conceptual deepening and improvement (Diesbach & Lebel 2010) we take it as it is. If
we use the 3Fs typlogy we have seen that ambassadors persuasion effects seem to
touch consumers via Feelings and Fantasy in a large part of the examples (affective and
symbolical routes. If we use the SEM typology, we have seen that the destination
ambassador says a lot under the facets of Feel, Sense, Relate for instance, again via the
affective and symbolical routes. Experiential marketing becomes far more crucial as an
axis of value creation year after year in tourism and in destination promotion in
general, whether we focus on the 3 Fs of Holbrook (Feelings, Fun and Fantasy: see
Williams 2006 or Moinat & Diesbach 2009), or on the SEM model by Schmitt (1999).
Destination ambassadors uses, in affective and symbolical routes (but not in a too
limited and primitive, strike power perspective) fits with such evolution, in particular in
Online social media. This had been demonstrated in other industries such as the luxury
watch industry (Diesbach 2010), it appears quite clear that it also holds true in Tourism
Destination marketing.
We hope that future research, together with the present article, will contribute to help
understanding how destination ambassadors can help promoting a brand or destination
and how concepts and tools developed in experiential marketing will help understand
and use their power of persuasion and affiliation more efficiently, not merely because
of the “famousness” effect but through the cognitive, affective, and symbolical
persuasion route.
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